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Periods and Duality
of p-adic Barsotti-Tate Groups

MAURIZIO CANDILERA - VALENTINO CRISTANTE

Introduction

Let k be a perfect field of characteristic A = W(k) the ring of Witt
vectors with components in k, K the field of fractions of A, C the completion
of the algebraic closure of K, Ac the ring of integers of C, G a Barsotti-Tate
group over A, and G its dual.

In this paper we propose a new method for computing the periods of the
elements of HdR(G) against the elements of T(G), the Tate module of G. The
construction we use, which is based on the Witt realization of B-T groups, has
two pleasant features: first, it provides a natural habitat for the periods; second,
it allows us to compare the main theories used until now to treat periods.

Now we shall give a brief description of the main ingredients in our recipe:
denote by Rk the completion of the direct limit R0k = lim(Rk - Rk --&#x3E; ...), wherek --&#x3E;

Rk is the affine algebra of Gk, the special fiber of G, and the maps are induced
by the multiplication by p in Gk. The bialgebra Rk represents the Tate space
in the following precise sense:

where R = lim(Ac/pAc +- ... ), and all the maps are defined by
x 2013&#x3E; xp. Now consider bivrk, the K-module of Witt bivectors with components
in ~k (the definition of biv is given in 6.1); having fixed a point P of V(G)(Ac)
and an element ~ of the identification given above allows us to define
the bivector ~(P) as biv(P)(~); in this way the elements of biVRk become
biv ¡¿-valued functions on V(G)(Ac).

Let u (G) be the universal vectorial extension of G; the Witt realization
gives a canonical embedding of l(R), the affine algebra of U(G), into W(Rk).
After this immersion, all the objects we need can be embedded in 

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 3 Giugno 1993.
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or possibly and, once inside bivRk, objects that usually are

canonically isomorphic become equal. For instance, the cotangent
space at the identity of U(G), can be so embedded, and similarly for the
Dieudonne module M(Gk), for HdR(G), and for IZ(G), the module of integrals
of the second kind of G. Inside bivrk we really have

Hence, the map

defined by (q, P) - q(P) makes perfect sense. This is our period pairing.
We stress that biv R is the natural habitat of our periods because, after

Witt realization, K lives inside biv ~k.
We observe that biv R is a K-module, not a ring; to get a ring we have to

put a suitable topology on biv 2 and then take the completion; the complete ring
so obtained will be denoted by Biv R. Later we will give more details about
this point: here, in favor of biv R we remark also that, to compare Tate and Dieu-
donn6 modules, we do not need Biv R; biv R is quite appropriate (cf. th. 4.1).

At this point it is easy to explain why the method of integration of
differential forms of the second kind (as introduced by Coleman ([CO]) and
later by Colmez ([COL])) and the method used by Fontaine ([F01]) give the
same results. In fact if ~ E bivrk is an integral of the second kind, or a lifting of
a covector which represents such an integral, and if pi denotes the endomorphism
of biv Rk coming from the multiplication by p, then q = lim pn(pi)-n~ is the

n-+oo

element of HdR(G) represented by ç. Since both Colmez and Fontaine define
n(P) by means of (cf. Remarks 3.13 and 3.14) it is clear

n--&#x3E;
that their results coincide and also coincide with ours.

Now we wish to sketch the relations between p and the Tate pairing. If
~ e and P e T(G)(Ac), then P is identified with a multiplicative
element of &#x26;k6P,; so, recalling that

~ becomes a function on T(G)(Ac), and ~(P) makes perfect sense: this is
the Tate pairing. Since we prove that if denotes the Teichmfller

representative of ~(P) in W(R) then the series

converges in biv R (cf. 7.3), we have an additive pairing,

defined by (~, P) -~ log{~(P)}: this is the additive version of the Tate pairing.
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The link between and p passes through the universal vectorial extension.
Let us explain this point: we prove that canonically
and functorially with respect to G (cf. 2.5 and 2.7); moreover the duality between
G and G gives a canonical pairing between the tangent spaces and

so that we can assume

Now, by composing these identifications with the logarithm of U(G), we have
the map L : HdR (G) ~ Biv R. The final point of our comparison
shows that the following diagram commutes:

Another significant point is the following: we prove that the homo-

morphism from to C(Ac) obtained by composing the canonical
projection U(13)(W(R)) - with the map 00 : W ( R ) -~ Ac, as defined
in [F03], coincides, after the identification with
the canonical projection G(AC), so that Oo, or more precisely
its extension 0 to Biv R, allows us to pass from our context to the Tate
situation. What makes the real difference between the two situations is that, in
contradistinction to G(Ac), the universal vectorial extension U(G)(W(R» has
no torsion; so L, unlike the logarithm of G(AC), is injective.

This way of computing periods gives very good control over the results,
with particular regard to the Galois action; for instance the Hodge-Tate
decomposition comes out immediately from the structure of the map ~ 2013~ L(~)
(cf. 4.4).

Now let us explain how Biv R arises in our theory. Although Biv R is
defined as the completion of the ring of the special bivectors, K ® W( R ),
with respect to a topology coming from a valuation (cf. 5.15), it can be better
understood using the results of § 6, where we prove that biv R is naturally
embedded in Biv R. More precisely, we show that the module biv R is dense in
the ring Biv R; so, if we want our periods to live in a ring, on observing that
the image of p is in biv R, we conclude that Biv R is the natural candidate.

We emphasize that the topology on Biv 2 that we are using here does not
coincide with the topology used by Barsotti, so that our ring Biv R is different
from the object denoted with the same symbol in [MA]. The reason for our
choice, is that the map 0 : C which we alluded to above, fails to be
continuos with respect to the Barsotti topology, while it becomes continuous
with respect to this new topology; and the continuity is absolutely essential if
we desire that Biv R possess good properties (cf. 6.10). And in fact, the Galois
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structure of Biv R is so clear that the Hodge-Tate decomposition (cf. 4.4) as
well the comparison "crystalline-etale" (cf. 4.1 ) drops out without any pain.

Perhaps the good properties of Biv R and biv R will appear less surprising
after 7.12, where we describe the relation between Biv R and the rings B+ and
BDR defined by Fontaine in [F03]. In fact we prove the following chain of
inclusions: biv R C B+ C Biv R C BDR; moreover, BDR is none other than the
completion of the localization of Biv R at ker 0.

As a final remark, we observe that the techniques of Witt realization we
used are such that all our result apply, without any change, to abelian varieties
with good reduction. Soon we hope to have a machine of the same type working
in a more general situation.

It’s a plesure to conclude this introduction by heartily thanking J.-P.

Wintenberger who, during a visit to Padova, patiently initiated us to this circle
of ideas regarding periods.

1. - Notations and summary of known results

In this paragraph K’ denotes a heterocharacteristic local field, i. e. a field
of characteristic 0, complete with respect to a discrete valuation, with a perfect
residue field k of characteristic p ~ 0. A’ denotes the ring of integers of K’ and
A = W(k) is the ring of Witt vectors with components in k, K is the field of
fractions of A, C the completion of the algebraic closure, K, of K, and finally
A and Ac are the rings of integers of K and C. The action of 9 = Gal(K/K)
extends to C by continuity.

Let G be a Barsotti-Tate group of height h and dimension g over A’; denote
by (Gn, in) the inductive system of finite, flat, commutative group schemes over
A’, which gives G, and by Rn the affine algebra of Gn. Let p- : Rn
denote the map corresponding to in; then is a projective system of
p-adically complete bialgebras and we will identify G with the formal affine
group represented by the profinite bialgebra R = lim R1. In particular, if ,S is

---

a topological A’-algebra, the group G(S’) of the S-valued points of G will be
identified with the group of continuous A’-algebra homorphisms, S).

The A’-dual of Rn, R~ has a natural bialgebra structure
coming from Rn by adjunction; it represents Gn, the Cartier dual of Gn. If

p+ : Rn+1 denotes the map corresponding to the multiplication by p,
[p] : 1 Gn, and p- : - Îln is the adjoint of p+, then (Îln,p-) is
a projective system. As before, the Barsotti-Tate group G dual of G, will be
identified with the formal group represented by R = lim Rn.

4

We will denote by T(G) or if we need more precision, the Tate
module, i. e. T(G) = lim Gn (A) and by V(G) the Tate space, i. e. lim G(n)(A),
where G(n) = G for each n ; in both cases the connecting maps are induced
by the multiplication by p. Finally by Yo(G) we will denote the the set of
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the elements of V(G) whose components are torsion points. T(G) is a free

Zp-module of rank h (= height of G) and Vo(G) = T(G) ®zp Qp.
Now, let us recall the definitions of integrals of the first and the second

kind of G.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let RK, = R6A,K’ denote the affine algebra of tG, the
completion at the origin of the tangent space of G, and d : 
the usual differential; then the integrals of G are the elements h of RK, such
that d h = If the integral h belongs to (RK’)+’ the augmentation
ideal of RK,, then we say it is normalized. An integral of the first kind of
G is a normalized integral, such that P~==~0l+l0~, where P denotes
the coproduct. An integral of the second kind of G is an integral such that

In particular the elements of R are integrals of
the second kind: they are called exact integrals.

The integrals of the first and second kind of G form two sub-A’-modules
of RK, which will be denoted by 11 (G) and I2(G). The restriction of d to 11 (G)
gives an isomorphism wG, where wG is the module of the invariant
differential of G. The restriction of d to induces an isomorphism of
filtered modules between 11 (G) ~ I2(G)/R and wG - HdR(G). Let us recall
that I1(GAc) = 11 (G) (&#x26;A, Ac and HdR(GAc) = HDR(G) (&#x26;A, AC.

REMARK 1.2. We will denote by u (G) the universal vectorial extension of
G as defined in [MM]. The affine of U (G) can be realized
as follows (cf. 5.4.9 and 5.4.10 of [WR]): let c = h - g, choose (hl, ... , h,) in

in such a way that their image in HdR(G)/wG gives a set of generators
of this quotient-A’-module. Denote by (Tl’...’ Te) a set of indeterminates and
by i; , i = 1,..., c, the elements of R6A,R defined by i; = Phi - 1 - 10 hZ ;
then 6 = R[Ti , ... , with the bialgebra structure extending the corresponding
structure of R in the following way:

where - and p denote the coidentity and the inversion, respectively.

Now we give a summary of the results on Witt realization we need in order
to discuss periods. Here Gk denotes the special fiber of G and more generally
we will use the subscript k in order to denote the reduction mod m (= maximal
ideal of A’) of the objects related to G. In particular, Rk denotes the completion
of the limit ~ Rk -~ ...), where pi is the map corresponding to

[p] : Gk -~ Gk. Observe that ~k represents the Tate space V(Gk), in the sense
that for any topological k-algebra S, V(Gk)(S) = S). In what
follows we need bivectors with components in the definition of biv Rk and
Biv Rk we use here is given in [WR], 0.4.

THEOREM 1.3 (cf. [WR], Th. 4.3.2). Let B be the sub-A’-algebra of RK,
spanned by I2(G). Denote by o, : R - Rk the reduction map, by biv Rk the
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K-module of the bivectors with components in Rk, and by Biv Rk the ring
obtained by completion of Assume the degree of ramification of K’/K
is less than p - 1; then there exists a unique injective A’-algebra homomorphism
j : B -~ A’, such that biv(PR ) o j = (j6j) 0 PR, which fits into the
following commutative diagram:

Here the vertical arrows without a name are the natural inclusions, p is
the canonical projection, j’ the restriction of j, i the immersion of Rk in Rk
(which is fixed once and for all).

Now we shall give some information on the embedding of l(R), the affine
algebra of U(G), the universal vectorial extensions of G. This embedding allows
a very natural identification of I1(U(G» with and K’, where
M(Gk) is the Dieudonné module of Gk.

THEOREM 1.4 (cf. [WR], Th. 5.4.9). Let the notations of 1.3 maintain their
meanings, then:

i) the embedding j’ can be uniquely extended to an A’-bialgebra injective
map in and p(j(l(R») is the affine algebra of U(Gk);

ii) the identified with its j’-image splits in biVRk (9 A’;

iii) biv Rk6A’ contains I, (U (G)), the module of the integrals of first kind of
U(G); this A’-module coincides with M(Gk) 0 A’, and it is filtered by
11 (G);

iv) identify I2(G) with its j-image, then the map

defined on I2(G), leaves I1(G) fixed, has image h (u (G)), and its kernel is R:
so it identifies the filtered module Wa ’-+ HdR(G) with j(I1(G» - M(Gk) (9 A’.

REMARK 1.5. The map pi, which appears in iv), means biv(pi ), where
pi is the endomorphism of Rk corresponding to the multiplication by p. As a
consequence ?7 = is the unique canonical (= additive) bivector

n-m 
~ 

whose components with negative indices coincide with the corresponding
components of h.

We complete this summary with the following result on the duality:
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THEOREM 1.6 (cf. [MA], th. 5.41). There exists a sub-K’-algebra of
K’, D, containing both K’ and ~ (R), which satisfies the

following properties: there is defined a natural action

such that, if tU(G)(K’) denotes the tangent space of U(G) at the identity, then
there exists an isomorphism

such that b(x, y) = j * (x)y, for each
Moreover, the restriction

and ~ i

is a (non-degenerate) pairing of A’-modules compatible with Frobenius and
Verschiebung.

2. - The Tate space

Our aim in this section is to discuss those realizations of the Tate space
of G, which we need later to compute periods.

Since the results of the previous section are proved in the case of tame
ramifcation, i. e. e  p - 1, all our results could be proved under the same
hypothesis, however, in order to render our exposition more transparent we will
assume A’ = A, i. e. e = 1; it is straightforward to extend every thing to the case
e p-1.

In general, to represent V(G), the Tate space of G, we will use the

bialgebra R obtained as completion of NO = lim(R ~ R -~ - - -); we mean
that, if S is a (complete) topological A algebra, then V(G)(S) = S).
In particular, the Tate module, T(G), is represented by the limit of the inductive
system (Rn, p+), so

or, after Cartier duality,

where R = lim &#x26; denotes the affine algebra of G, the dual of G, 
---

denotes the augmentation ideal and P the extension of the coproduct of R
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to R6AAC (these notations will maintain their meaning for each bialgebra
throughout this paper).

Let us connect these descriptions of the Tate module. Let P = 
T(G) ; then Pn : is a continuous A-algebra homomorphism, so:

Since = Pn, this sequence defines an element P E lim Rn ®A A, where
---

the last limit can be identified with f?6AAC. Namely, if Pn denotes an
element of R ®A A whose image in Rn g~ A is Pn, the sequence satisfies
the Cauchy condition in 8 ©A A, so that the limit P = lim Pg exists in RA,.

n---&#x3E;oo

Here is a picture of the situation which will be useful later on:

the diagram is commutative, and the symbols not yet defined have the following
meanings: the ring is identified with the inverse limit lim Rn ®A Ac,

----

and then it is the inverse limit of the corresponding row. Each element of
the row above the last is obtained by a direct limit from the sequence in
the corresponding column. Finally the maps connecting the last two rows are
obtained by composing the elements of Îln ®A Ac) with the
natural projections R --+ Rn.

REMARK 2.2. Given a bialgebra S, let denote by mult(S) the group of the
multiplicative elements of S, more precisely:

Then 2.1 reveals the key relations among the following groups:
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The following proposition explains how the integrals of the first kind of
G can be approximated by a sequence (ç:) such that is regular on the
finite group GZ .

Paragraph III. of [CO] develops a more sophisticated method to do a
process of the same type.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let £ E T (G), then £ C mult(R6AAC) and

exists in Thus log £ is an integral of the first kind of G, i. e.

d~/~ E Moreover, if is any sequence in R6AAC such that

ç~ the differential is regular on the subgroup
Gi-

PROOF. Let where g; E mult(R, OA AC, ), represent ç; then after
identifying with R6AAC, we have 03BE E mult(R6AAC,); so the

--

logarithmic series converges because 1 mod(R6AAC, )+, while log 03BE is

additive because P~ = ~0~. Since Çi E we see that E LOGI-

Remarking that £; is the canonical image in Rt ®A Ac, the last claim

follows directly. D

Remark that, since the sequence is Cauchy in the

same holds for the sequence with respect to the p-adic topology of
in fact

Now we introduce other realizations of V(G).
Let R = be the ring defined in 5.1 ; let W( R ) be the ring of

Witt vectors with components in Rand Oo : W ( R ) -~ Ac the map defined
in 5.8. Here we will use the following notations (cf. also diagram 2.1)
D denotes the A-module endowed with the topology whose
fundamental system of neighbourhoods is given by the family of sub-A-modules
(Vn ={f|v(f(R+))&#x3E;n} and DW(k) =lim 4

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let be the Qp-space of W( R )-valued points
of the Tate space of G. Then the natural map from V~(G)(W(R)) to V(G)(Ac)
induced by 80 is an isomorphism.

PROOF. Let P = (Po, PI,...) E V(G)(AC); this means that each Pi
is an element of mult(D6AAc). Since R is a topologically free A-algebra,
there exists P’ E such that Pi = (i o and we set
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Pi = lim Once we prove that Pi exists, it is immediate to check that

and that

In order to show the existence, first observe that the map
gives an isomorphism between G6t(W(R)) and G6t(Ac).

In fact, this implies that the restriction of
the coidentity; therefore if x E R+, when we compute

we can assume that x E (where RO is the affine algebra of the connected
component of G). Now for such an x we have:

where Fj is the series with coefficients in A such that As

explained in § 5, the ring W(R) is complete with respect to the topology for
which a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of zero is given by the ideals

and Wn admits the following decomposition:

By definition of the points 8) one has e ker Oo; then,
in view of the form of the series Fj, one deduces that o o

(Pi)J)(x) 2013~ 0, when j - oo; i. e., the limit exists. D

The following result puts together different realizations of the Tate space,
and it shows how to pass from one to another.

PROPOSITION 2.5. The Qp[C]-modules V(G)(Ac), V(G)(W(R)), V(Gk)

(R), V(Gk)(Ac/pAc) are all canonically isomorphic to one another. The

correspondences are defined as follows: given P e V(Gk)(R), there exist
P e P e P e which fit into the
following commutative diagram:
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where &#x26;oo denotes and the arrows not yet defined, have the following
meanings: p sends any vector to its 7T is the canonical map

from Ac onto Ac/pAc; the canonical map from the the projective limit R
to the first factor of the sequence by which it is defined ; i denotes the identity
map.

Observe that the points P, P, P and 8 appearing in the diagram, are

extensions by linearity and continuity of those in the claim, so that they are
uniquely determined by them.

PROOF. The commutativity of the right vertical square is an immediate

consequence of the definition of 80 (cf. 5.8): in fact if x = (a:o?~i)...) is an

element of R, then 7r(0o({~})) = zo. The commutativity of the left
vertical square follows from that of the one on the right. Now we define P by
observing that the homorphism (80 o P) can be factorized through and
we can do the analogous factorizations to get P and P. By the previous remark
on the vertical squares, the cube constructed in this way is commutative.

At this point is remains to show that the correspondences built up between
the various groups are isomorphisms. This can be done in the same way we
used in 2.4 to go from P to 8. We repeat once again these arguments by
showing how to invert the map P ~ P. Again we denote by P = (Pi) the
restriction of P to R0 = lim(R ---&#x3E; R ), where Pi is the map induced on
the ith-element of the sequence defining the direct limit, so that Pi = pi.
We do the same for P, P and 8. Since Rk is formally smooth, for each i,
there exists a k-algebra homomorphism PI : Rk - R, such that 7r o PI = Pi. We
set Pi = lim P +j o It is clear that, once we prove that such limit exists,

J -+00 -’ 

__

the sequence gives a point P e R), and the map P - P is
the desired inverse.
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In order to show the existence of the above limit, first note that the
restriction of PI to Rkt coincides with the same restriction of Pi (of course
the copy of k inside is identified, by means of with the copy of
the same field inside R ); as a consequence the restriction of the difference

[PI+j+1 0 ] to Rkt is the coidentity; therefore if x E R+, when
we compute 0 o we can assume x E (R~)+ (where
Rk is the affine algebra of the connected component of Gk). Now for such x
we have:

where Fj is the series with coefficients in k such that Fj(x) = Since,
by construction, o E ker(xo) and since R is a complete
valuation ring in which v(y) &#x3E; 1 for any element y e ker(xo) (cf. 5.5 for the
definition of the valuation v), one has

and this implies that the limit exists. D

REMARKS 2.6. i) Let us stress the following immediate consequence of
2.5: given P E V~(Gk)(R), there exists biv(P) E Homco’t (biVRk, biv R), and P
is just the restriction of biv(P) to % (canonically embedded in W(Rk)).

ii) Since, after Witt realization, l(R) is identified with its image in W(Rk)
(cf. 1.3 and 1.4), the restriction of biv(P) to £(R) gives a W(R)-valued points
P of the universal vectorial extension U(R).

Now we prove that the map P 2013~ P is an isomorphism of 

PROPOSITION 2.7. i) Let V(U(G))(W(R)) be the Tate space of the group of
W(R)-valued points of U(G), then the canonical map U(G)(W(R)) - G(W ( R ))
induces an isomorphism

ii) The projection 0 : V(!/(G))(W(~)) -~ of the inverse limit
on its first factor is an isomorphism. Moreover, with the notation of 2.6,
03C8(~-1 (P)) = P.

PROOF. i) First we show how to get the inverse of the above map 0.
This can be done as follows: let P = (Po, Pl, ...) E V(G)(W(R)); fix a section
0~ : G -~ U(G), and use it to define the points E u(G)(W(R)), and
then take the limit P" = lim ([ppBP.), where, as usual, we denote by [p] the

i-j)

multiplication by p in the group of points.
We will limit ourselves to checking that this limit exists in U(G)(W(R)),

leaving to the reader the easy verifications that P" = (Po , Pi’, ...) E

Y(u(G))(W(R)) and that the map 8 - P" inverts 0.
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To this end, recall that we can choose t 1, ... , t, with the following
two properties: 6 = R[ti , ... , and prti mod R+ (cf. Theorem 1.4).
Now, let x Since, by construction, R+ C one

gets

and this means that the sequence j -; satisfies the Cauchy condition;
finally, since is complete, the existence is proved.

ii) Now remark that, once £(R) is canonically embedded in then
the point P" = (Po , Pl", - - .) can be obtained as follows: P" = biv(P) o 
where P is the image of P in by the isomorphism described in 2.5.
In particular Po = 1jJ(Ø-1(F» is the restriction of biv(P) i. e. Po = P.

Since 0 is an isomorphism, we get the conclusion if we prove that 03C8o~-1
is an isomorphism. This can be obtained by observing the following facts:

a) let Po : ~ (R) --~ W( R ) be a point of U(G), then it can be extended to a
K-linear map, compatible with Frobenius and Verschiebung, defined on
I1(U(G» (= M(Gk) (9 K) with values in biv R ;

b) any K-linear map, compatible with Frobenius and Verschiebung, defined
on with values in biv R is induced by a point P of 

To prove a), note that the elements of Ii(U(G)) are series of logarithmic
type whose arguments are vectors, so the same holds for their images under
Po ; therefore, to show they converge in biv R, we can use the arguments of
Theorem 6.8. To prove the compatibility with F and V, it’s sufficient to observe
that each canonical bivector x = (x2 ), i. e. each element of (cf. [WR],
§ 0.5), satisfies the equation V"zj = where V is the Verschiebung of ~k.

To prove b), first observe that any K-linear map, compatible with Frobenius
and Verschiebung, defined on M(Gk) with values in biv R, can be extended
as a k-algebra homorphism from the closed sub-algebra of Rk generated by
the components of the elements of M(Gk) and with values in R; but it’s well
known (cf. [MA] Chp. IV) that this sub-algebra coincides with Rk, and then
our extended map is an element of p

Now, the following results are direct consequences of 2.5 and 2.7.

COROLLARY 2.8. = 0.

COROLLARY 2.9. There is a natural exact sequence of groups (Zp-modules)
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where the map U(G)(W(R)) - G(AC) is the composition of the natural

projection G(W(R)) with the map G(W(R)) - G(AC) induced
by 00, and the inclusion T(G)(Ac) - U(G)(W(R» is the composition of the
natural inclusion V(G)(Ac) with the isomorphisms V(G)(AC) G£
V (G)(W(R)) = Y(u(G))(W(R)) ̂ --’ u(G)(W(R)) given above.

We end this section by describing one more way to lift the points of
T(G)(Ac) to V(G)(W(R)); this will simplify our further computations.

PROPOSITION 2.10. Let P E T(G)(Ac), denote by P’ an element of
f?6WoZ), such that P’ - 1 mod(R®W(R))+ and whose image in 8#bAc is

P. Then the limit

exists in (notation of 2.2), and the map P --&#x3E; P is the inverse
of the isomorphism appearing in 2.4.

PROOF. Since is complete, to prove that the limit exists, we will
check that ((pi)-nP’)p" is a Cauchy sequence. Observing that pi and its inverse
are ring homomorphisms, one gets

Now recalling that P’ lifts P, we have
00 thus:

where x

The decomposition of the ideals Wn given in 5.10(b) tells us that

pn-v(a)xv(i) E for any i  pn, so from equation 2.11 and the obvious
remark that i &#x3E; v(i), we conclude that

which means that the sequence «(pi)-n p,)pn satisfies the Cauchy condition in
*6W(,R). Since the image of each is P the same holds for P.
Finally, it’s straightforward to check that P is multiplicative, so this verification
is left to the reader. D
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3. - Pairings

In this section, since we don’t need to distinguish among the different
realizations of the Tate space (cf. Proposition 2.5), we shall simply write V(G)
to denote that space. Let P E V(G) and ~ E then by ~(P) we shall
denote the element (biv P)(~) e biv R; in this way the elements can

be computed at a point P of the Tate space, in this way they are functions
defined on V(G) with values in biv R.

The first result we shall prove, shows that the functions given by the
elements of or equivalently by (recall that by 1.4,
once embedded in these modules coincide) are linear functions and they
supply a "system of coordinates" on V(G).

THEOREM 3.1. The pairing p : M(Gk) x Y(G) -~ biv R, defined by setting
= non-degenerate, and compatible with Frobenius, Verschiebung

and the action of Galois group.

PROOF. Let q = (... , z- i , zo , z i , ...) be an element of M(Gk) C 
this means that xi e (Rk)+ for i  0, and V~ =(..., Y~k x 1, ~...), or
likewise p7y =(..., (pi)xl, ...) (cf. [WR] 0.5.3). As a consequence,
one gets

these are the claimed compatibilities with Frobenius and Verschiebung. With
regard to the action of Galois group, it follows from the above definition that

= for any s E 9 and any P E V(G), because any point P acts
on the components of a canonical bivector q and s acts on the components of
the elements of biv R and on P by composition.

Now we will prove the non-degeneracy of p First, if 0fq =

(... , x_1, xo, xl, ...) E M(Gk), then X-I ~0; so in order to get a point P E V(G)
such that q(P) f0 it suffices to exhibit a P’ : Rk - for which 

Recalling that x-I = x _ 1 (t 1, ... , t9 ) is a power series without constant term with
coefficients in R6t, and that the etale points have values in 1~; we are reduced
to proving the following claim: let X-i 1 = be a power series
without constant term and with invertible coefficients in R, then there exists
a = (al.... ag) E (mR,)g such that v(X-1 (a»  1. Assuming that result, which
will be proved in Lemma 3.2, we conclude the proof.

If P E V(G) and ?y(P) = 0 for each 7y E M(Gk) then P = 0. In fact,
M(Gk) 0 K t* U(G)(K), and the condition q(P) = 0 for each q E M(Gk) implies
that the restriction of biv(P) is 0. This, in view of 2.7, implies P = 0.

0

LEMMA 3.2. Let X-1 = X-1(t1,..., tg) be a power series without constant
term and with invertible coefficients in R, then there exists a = (a 1, ... , ag) E

such that v(X-I(a))  1. ,
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PROOF. Let be the initial homogeneus form of X- and no be its degree.
If v = (vl, ... , vg) is the greatest multi-index with respect to the lexicographic
order for which there exists a monomial blltll with non-zero coefficient in 
we’ll show that there exists (a 1, ... , ag) E whose values are an increasing
sequence of rational numbers 0  ci  c2  ...  Cg such that the value of the
monomial bvtv(a) will be strictly less than the value of any other monomial
which appears in the series calculated in a.

By hypothesis the coefficients of the series are invertible so they don’t give
any contribution to the value of the monomials. This means that this estimate
is only a matter of exponents.

The condition 0  cg  1 /no is sufficient to guarantee that any monomial
appearing in assumes a value less than 1 in X-i(a); hence we make that
assumption. In particular, this condition allows us to conclude in the case g = 1,
and then we can invoke a recursive hypothesis on the number g of variables
involved.

If one sets the conditions

then any monomial of degree greater than no has value strictly greater than the
value of the monomials in CPno; this means that we are restricted to comparing
the value of with the value of the other monomials in CPno calculated
in a. We leave to the reader the easy verification that 3.3 gives the conclusion
when 9 = 2, and we go on with the proof of the general case.

Let v‘ ~ v, be a multindex corresponding to a monomial appearing
with non-zero coefficient in CPno; and suppose v’~vi. The hypothesis that
v = (vl, ... , vg) is the greatest multi-index with respect to the lexicographic
order for which there exists a monomial bvtv with non-zero coefficient in CPno’
implies that v’  vl , and then the value of bvtv’(a) satisfies

On the other hand, the value of satisfies

Thus the value of bll,tV (a) is strictly greater than the value of blltll(a) when
the following inequality holds

which is equivalent to
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The easy remark that

shows that the choice of c2 is compatible with the given conditions.
Now, if v’ is a multindex corresponding to a monomial appearing with

non-zero coefficient in V,,O, and vl = vl, then one has v2 +... = no - vi =

v2 + ... + and

this means that we are reduced to a problem of g - 1 variables and then, by the
recursive hypothesis, we can suppose the existence of C2  ...  Cg such that

V2C2 +... + is strictly less than v2c2 +... + for any other multi-index v’

corresponding to a monomial with non-zero coefficient in CPno’ and with vl = vl.
This concludes our proof. D

REMARK 3.5. Our next goal is to perform a comparison between the pairing
p’ : M(Gk) x T(G) - biv R obtained by restriction of p, and the Tate pairing
t : V (G) x T (G) -· R (cf. [TA]) In order to do that, we begin by recalling how
t works: if ~ E V(G), then, with the notation of 2.1, it is an element of ÐAc,
i.e. ç = (xo, x 1, ...), where xi : Ac is a continuous algebra homomorphism,
and Xi+1 o pa - xi. On the other hand, as explained at the beginning of § 2,
any point P E T(G) can be identified with an element of MUlt(f?(§AAC). This
implies that, after an extension of the map xi by linearity and continuity, the
element xi(P) E Ac makes perfectly sense, and one has = z;(P); so
that (xo(P), xl (P), ...) E R. The pairing t is defined by setting

We will also use the notation t(~, P) when ~ E this case it

simply means ~(P).

Now we shall give an additive version of t: remark that t(~, P) = 1 mod R+,
so that the Teichmuller representative {t(~, P)} of t(~, P) in W(R) satisfies the
condition of Corollary 7.3, therefore there exists log{t(~, P)} in biv R.

DEFINITION 3.6. From now on we will denote by

the map defined by .~(~, P) = log{t(~, P)}; this map is called the logarithmic
Tate pairing.

REMARK 3.7. Assume ~ E T (G); with the above notations, this implies
xz(P)p’ = 1 and then x T(G)) = ZpT, where T = loglel is the element of
biv R defined in Remark 7.4; namely, is the

cyclotomic character and Zp(X) denotes the Tate twist (Th. 3 of [TA]).
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In what follows we consider the ring HomAmod(~(R), W(R)), where the
multiplicative structure is induced by duality from the comultiplicative structure

We suppose such ring endowed with the topology having the family
(van = C as a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of zero
(cf. § 5 for the definition of the ideals Wn of W(R)).

Clearly separated and complete with respect to
this topology.

PROPOSITION 3.8. Let ~ : ~ (R) ~ W(R) be a W(R)-valued point of u (G),
and denote by E the coidentity then the series

converges in More precisely, Log ~ is an element of
Biv R.

PROOF. Once the convergence of the series is proved, it is standard to
check that its sum coincides with the above limit. To see that the operator Log ~
is a derivation is a purely formal matter.

Now we prove that the above series converges. Since ~ is continuous,
there exists a real number a &#x3E; 0 such that ~(f(R)~) C Wa. Now, let x 
then (~ - 6-)(~) = ~(x - ê(X» e Wa; as a consequence,

This implies that the sequence

satisfies the Cauchy condition. Since R) is complete, our
verification is concluded. D

From now on we will denote by L the map from V(G) to 
obtained by composition of the map defined in the above Proposition 3.4 with
the canonical identifications:

The next theorem is the main result on the comparison between the Tate
pairing and the pairing obtained via Witt realization.
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THEOREM 3.9. Let l :

pairing; let
be the logarithmic Tate

be the extension by linearity of the pairings defined in 3.1, and 1.6, respectively;
then:

The proof of 3.9 is given in three steps: 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12. We start
here by giving some definitions. As remarked in the proof of Proposition 2.7, a
point ~ of determines an element of W( R ));
and in view of Proposition 2.10, to a point P E T(G) there corresponds an
element of In the above notations the element t(p) E W(R) is
well-defined and this procedure gives rise to a map

defined by setting: [a(~)](P) = ~(P). In particular, from the definition of the
set it follows that ~(P) E UW(R.) and then log(~(P)) E biv R is
well-defined (cf. Theorem 7.1).

Our first step is to clarify the relations between the above map a and the
Tate pairing t : V (G) x T(G) -~ R described in Remark 3.5.

LEMMA 3.10. Notations as above and denote by p : W ( R ) ~ R the map
sending a vector into its zero component. Set P = (i6p)P, and ~’ = p o ~’; then

PROOF. We use the notation of 2.5. Since ~ e 
W( R )), it makes sense to consider £ as an element of R ) .
On the other hand, since P e then P e The

commutativity of the diagram of 2.5, implies that p(~(P)) = ~(-P), namely this
means ~(P) _ (t(~, P), ...).

It remains to prove that this vector is in fact a Teichmüller representative,
t. e.

Now recall how to construct the point P starting from P, as explained in
Proposition 2.10; P = lim ((pi)-nP’)pn, where P’ is any element of R&#x26;;W(R),

_ 

n-&#x3E;oo 
_

such that P = t and P’ - 1 mod(i’ ?6WoZ))’.
By the continuity of the map ~, we have ~(P) = lim this

n-oo

implies that the components with positive indices of the Witt vector ~(P) are
all equal to zero. 0
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LEMMA 3.11. Let a : U(13)(W(R)) - Homz (T(G), W ( R )) be the map

defined above and denote by ~3 : Biv( R )), the
map defined by setting (3(8)(P) = p(6, P); then the following diagram commutes:

where the map log in the bottom row is defined by composition with the

logarithm map (cf. Theorem 7.1).

PROOF. Since P E one deduces ~(P) _ {t(~, P)} E 
Now, in view of the continuity of the map "evaluation in P"

defined by ~ ~ ~(P), one deduces

REMARK 3.12. Let q = (r~l, r~2, ... , r~h) be a basis of tu(o)(K) and

(bl, b2, ... , sn) the basis of t* U(O) (K) dual of q. Then, taking the Taylor expansion
of Log ~, we have:

h

and so (cf. 1.6):

This verification concludes the proof of Theorem 3.5 giving the required
comparison between the above pairings.

REMARK 3.13. Let h be an integral of the second kind of G, as explained in
1.4 (iv); after the "canonical embedding" in biv Rk, the limit q = lim (pi)-n(pnh)

- ) 
n-oo

exists and it belongs to the submodule M(Gk) 0 K £3f K. Such limit

is the cohomology class represented by h. Since, for every P, the map of

evaluation in P is continuous on one deduces by the above limit that
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In view of the comparison between the rings BDR and Biv R given in Re-
mark 7.12, the limit in the right hand term is the quantity denoted by dh by
Colmez (cf. [COL]). P

REMARK 3.14. Notation as in 3.13. = r~ ~~°~, i. e. the bivector whose

components are defined as follows:

then for q E M(Gk), one has

Again, by using continuity arguments, it can be proved that p(r¡, P) =
lim (P). This limit is the key to the method of computing periods
n-oo

which makes use of the Relèvement des covecteurs, as developed by Fontaine
in [FOI].

4. - Some consequences

The first consequence is a very easy description of the relations between
Vo(G) = T (G) ® Qp and the filtered Dieudonné module of the special fiber (cf.
[F01], ch. V, § 1, Thm. 1 and Remarque 1.8).

THEOREM 4.1. The pairing p is compatible with the following filtrations:
I1(G) - M(Gk), T (G) ~ V(G), ker 8 ’-+ Biv R; more precisely it gives the
following isomorphisms:

In particular (i) is an isomorphism of and (ii) is an

isomorphism of K[F, Y]-modules.

PROOF. i) As remarked during the proof of Theorem 3.1 the bialgebra Rk
is generated by the components of the elements of M(Gk), so

The map log : T(G) 0 C -~ I, (G) 0 C is surjective because it
is the cotangent map of the map G(Ac) - Hom(T(G), Gm(Ac)), induced by
the Tate pairing, where Gm, as usual, denotes the formal multiplicative group
(cf. [TA], § 4). Then, there exists points ~1, ... , ~9 E T(G), whose image gives
a C-basis of I, (G) (&#x26; C. As a consequence, any element of I, (G) 0 Biv R is
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congruent mod II (G) o ker e to a linear combination of Log çj’ s, j = 1,..., g.
This means that for any P E V(G) and any q E 11 (G), p("I, P) is congruent
mod ker O to a linear combination with coefficients in Biv R of 

for j = 1,..., g (cf. 3.6).
Now it suffices to remark that ker 0 if, and only if,

0(t(~,P)) is a root of unity (cf. Theorem 7.1); in fact this happens if, and
only if, P E Vo(G).

ii) We recall here that, after Proposition 7.11, one has:

Now we recall that, by [TA] (cf. also the following Theorem 4.4), the Tate
module is a Hodge-Tate representation of ~C, which means that T (G) = Todi,

1i = {P E = b’s E ~ ~, i = 0,1.
Theorem 3.1 gives an injective homomorphism of K-vector spaces:

which is an isomorphism, because both spaces have the same dimension h.
We remark here that, after the proof of part (ii) of Theorem 4.1 and

Remark 7.4, which implies that the Bivector T belongs to the K-module biv R,
we can state, more precisely,

We are interested in another consequence of our constructions, namely the
Hodge-Tate decomposition of r(G) 0 C. We start by proving a simple lemma;
recall that L is the map defined on Y(G)(AC) with values in M(Gk) 0 Biv R
obtained by composing the map defined in 3.4 with the following canonical
identifications:

LEMMA 4.2. Notations as above and denote M(Gk) --+ tG(K) the
canonical map which arises after the identification of to(K) with 
Then the following diagram commutes:

PROOF. Let P E Then, in view of 2.6 and 2.7, its projection
onto the first term of the sequence (G(AC) E- G(AC) E- ...), pro(P), can be
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obtained by composing the following maps:

where j : is the immersion which corresponds to the canonical

projection p : ~(G) 2013~ G, and P’ is the point of u (G) which corresponds to P
in the identification 

Since, as is well known, in the pairing b defined in 1.6, the submodule
11 (G) is orthogonal to 11 (G), the map 7r: M(Gk) - M(Gk)III(G) is the adjoint
of the cotangent map t*p : 7i(G) 2013~ then 7r is the tangent map to p and
the commutativity of our diagram is a standard fact of Lie theory. D

COROLLARY 4.3. Let N C M(Gk) be a sub-A-module such that M(Gk) =
then

PROOF. Let P E since pro(P) = 0, by 4.2 it follows that

(x 0 O)(LP) = 0. Now, since (M(Gk)III(G)) 0 G, we conclude that

THEOREM 4.4 (Tate). There is the following decomposition of Galois
modules:

PROOF. Let consider the following diagram:

where the maps not yet defined have the following meanings: f sends ~ to
pi 0 ç, where : ker 8 ~ ker 8/(ker 8)2 == C(1) is the map of Corollary
7.10; c~~ is the extension by Biv R-linearity of the map induced by the

pairing p of 3.1 (observe that, by 4.1, C Hom(TG,ker 0), so

Im Op C Hom(TG, ker 8). Finally, Øl is the map induced by the logarithmic
Tate pairing (cf. 3.6).
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is identified with

and h is the canonical projection; finally, since

it makes sense to define g by requiring that f o 4Jp = go h; clearly g is C-linear
and compatible with the actions of ~C .

By Theorem 3.9 we know that 4Ji = fo4JpoL; then, by the nondegeneration
of ~, it follows that

As a consequence g is a surjective morphism between C-vector spaces of
the same dimension, therefore it is an isomorphism. D

5. - The ring Biv R (AC)

Let A = W(k), K, A, C, Ac, 9 maintain the meanings stated in § 1. As
usual, we will denote by p a uniformizing parameter of A, and suppose that
the valuation of C is normalized by setting v(p) = 1. In this section, following
[F03], we begin by describing some properties of the rings

and W( R ), the ring of Witt vectors with components in R ; then we outline the
construction of the ring Biv R of Witt Bivectors with components in R. We’ll
give a definition of Biv R and of its topology slightly different from the classical
definition of Barsotti, such new definition appears to be more appropriate for
what follows.

If the elements x of R are represented as sequences, X = of
elements of Ac/pAc, where = zn, then the ring operations are defined by
operating elementwise on the sequences. The description 5.1 shows that R is a
perfect ring of characteristic p.

We observe that the elements of R can be represented as sequences of
elements of AC: precisely X = is represented by the sequence
(Xn)nEZ obtained as follows: for each n e N, denote a lifting of xn to
Ac and define

In fact it is straightforward to see that the limits in 5.2 exist in Ac and do not
depend on the choice of the elements x*, that X:+1 = xn, and finally that the map
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(xn)nEN -i (i-)-EZ is a set bijection between 2 and lim(Ac - Ac ...).
----

The operations on the new set are defined by requiring that the previous bijection
becomes a ring isomorphism:

It’s easy to see that R is an integral domain. In fact since Ac is an

integral domain,

(5.4) xn = 0 for some n, implies that in = 0 for each n.

The map v defined on R by setting

is a valuation. In fact:

and

and finally, as a consequence of 5.4,

Since the elements of R can be represented by sequences of elements of
Ac, the elements of its field of fractions can be represented by sequences of
elements of C. As a consequence v extends to Frac R and R = {x E Frac R :
v(x) &#x3E; 0}.

Let us summarize the properties of R in a final statement:

PROPOSITION 5.6. Notations as above. The ring R(Ac) is a perfect ring of
characteristic p. It is a complete valuation ring with respect to the (non-discrete)
valuation defined in 5.5. Its residue field is isomorphic to k = Ac/m, where m
is the maximal ideal of Ac.

Moreover, there is a natural action of 9 on R.

PROOF. To prove the completeness of R, it suffices to observe that, if x,
y E Rand v (x - y) &#x3E; a &#x3E; p~ , in Ac/pAc, for any i  j . In fact
this implies that a Cauchy sequence in 2 converges componentwise.

Now consider the map R -; Ac which sends x to xo. This map is surjective
and sends the valuation ideal, R+ _ {x E &#x3E; 0}, to the maximal ideal m
of Ac. Thus it induces a surjective ring homomorphism from the residue field
of k to k.
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As any element of R can be represented by a sequence of elements of
Ac, it is natural to define the action of 9 as follows: S(X) = for any
X = E ~. Since s is continuous, in view 5.3 we conclude
that it acts as a ring homomorphism. D

Now let us consider the ring W( R ), and denote an element ~ E W( R ) either
as the sequence of its components or as the (infinite) sum of its scomponents:

where (y, 0, 0 ...) denotes the Teichmiiller representative in W(R) of an
element y E R.

Let us consider the following families of ideals of W(R):

where a is a non-negative real number and k is a non-negative integer. The linear
topologies on W( R ), which have one of the previous families as a fundamental
system of neighbourhoods of 0, coincide. In fact one has

and, putting for any positive real number a,

Observe that, for this topology, the series 5.7 converges to ~ in W(R).
In what follows, we’ll make use only of the ideals Wa’s, thus, for the

sake of completeness, we’ll prove in the following Proposition 5.10 that these
subsets are in fact ideals of W(R).

PROPOSITION 5.8 (Fontaine, cf. [F03]). Let 00 : W(R) ~ Ac the map
defined by setting 

-/’Y’B

where ~’ = (xn)nEgj, and Xn = Then:

a) 00 is a continuous and surjective homomorphism of rings, which commutes
with the natural actions of g.

b) ker 00 is a principal ideal in W ( R ).
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PROOF. (a) The fact that 0o is an homomorphism follows from the
definition of Witt vectors. The continuity is proved by observing that, for

any positive real number a, ~ E Wa implies that &#x3E; a. Finally, the

surjectivity can be estabilished as follows: if a’ E Ac, there exists an element
a E R such that ao = a’ (cf. 5.2); then Oo(fal) = a’. The action of 9 on W(R) is
defined by applying the action of 9 on R componentwise, then the equivariancy
of 00 follows directly from the definitions.

(b) Let 03C0 be an element of 2 such that r0 = --p; then, by the definition
of 00, the vector a = + p belongs to ker Oo. Now we will prove that

I spans ker 00 if, and only if, v(yi) = 0.

00

In fact if q E ker 00 is such that &#x3E; 0, and E then the

~ 
n=O

00

scomponent z, of the vector ç"l = L is equal to zi = 
n=0

By observing that v(yi) &#x3E; 0 implies v(yo) &#x3E; 0, we conclude that 

min{v(yl), v(yo)} &#x3E; 0. This implies that a does not belong to the ideal generated
by q, hence that 7y cannot span ker 00.

Now, let q E ker 00 be such that v(yl) = 0. After observing that this

implies v(yo) = 1, we will show that given (3 E ker 00 and an integer m &#x3E; 0,
there exist xo, ... , zm- and 1m E W(R), such that:

5.91 follows by remarking that if (3 E ker eo then v (,Qo ) &#x3E; 1; in fact,
v(,Qo) &#x3E; 1 implies that there exists xo E R such that (30 = yoxo, so that

,~ = for some ii E W(R). Now assume 5.9m_1 is true; this implies
that = 0, so that 1, and therefore there exists Xm-1 1 E R,
such that ïm-1,0 = Finally we obtain

which is the content of 5.9m.

In particular, looking at the previous proof we conclude that

We give some further information about the topology of W( R ) by proving
the following:
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PROPOSITION 5. 10. Notation as above.

(a) The submodules Wa are ideals of W(R) with the following property:
WaWb 9 Wa+b.

(b) The ideal Wn can be decomposed as follows:

PROOF. (a) First we prove that the subsets Wa are in fact subgroups of the
additive group W(R). Let ~ = (xo, xl, ...) and q = (yo, yl, ...) be elements of Wa.
In order to prove E Wa, let recall that, if we give the weight pi to xi
and yi, for i = 0,..., m, then the Witt polynomial giving the m-th component
of ~ + r~ is isobaric with weight pm. In fact, since p1(a - i)  v(y;),
for each i  a, given a monomial zomyom of weight pm, i.e. such that
m

E pi(iij + = pm, assuming m  a, we get:
j=o

This inequality, in view of the isobaricity, implies E Wa. Since the
arguments to prove are essentially the same, we pass to study
the product of two vectors.

Now represent the vectors by means of their scomponents, i.e. 03BE =
00

E pn I x’ n 1. We assume 03BE E Wa, and we will prove that
n=0

00

for W(R). Our assumption i s v (xn ) &#x3E; a - n for any
n=o

n  a; and, denoting by yn the nth scomponent of ç~, we have to check that
forna..

First, v(yo) = v(xo) + v(zo) &#x3E; a: this is the expected
inequality for i = 0. Then we will use an inductive argument: assuming that
i  a, and the claim be true for any index less than i, we will prove it’s true
for i. By the inductive hypothesis and by the recalled isobaricity of the Witt
polynomials giving the components of a sum, .

(terms with value
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Since = + a - j &#x3E; a - i, the proof of the first
claim is concluded.

Now we will check the inclusion WaWb 9 Wa+b. With the notations as
above, assume ~ e Wa and ~ E Wb. Observe that it suffices to prove the relations

for h  a + b and j = 0,..., h. In fact, if 5.12 is true, then the 0-th component of
j 

the vector qh = £ has the correct value; since the i-th component of
j=0

qh is a sum of monomials with degree p" in the arguments xjzh-j, 5.12 implies
that ph"lh e Wa+b. Finally, since Wa+b is a group, ç~ e Wd+b.

To check 5.12 we assume a  b and distinguish three cases:

ii) a  h  b; then h - j  b, so either 0  j  a and then the result follows
as above, or a  j and then &#x3E; 2:: b - h + j 2:: a + b - h.

iii) b  h  a + b; then either 0  j  h - b  a so that &#x3E; a - j &#x3E;

a + b - h; or h - b  j  a, in which case b &#x3E; h - j &#x3E; i - a and we are done;
or, finally, a  j  h then b &#x3E; h- j, and then &#x3E; b- h+j &#x3E; a+b- h.
This concludes the proof of part (a).

(b) It is immediate to check that ker Oo + pW(R) C WI. On the other hand, by
00

definition, a vector 03BE = L belongs to WI if and only if v(xo) &#x3E; 1, i.e.
tt=0

xo for some y E R ; this implies ç - a { y } E pW ( R ), which proves our
claim for n = 1. Now, using the last claim of part (a), we deduce that

Conversely, let e Wn, then x’ 0 = 7rny for some y E R ; as a consequence
Finally, since C pw,,- i, we can conclude

by an inductive argument. D

In what follows it is useful to know that the topology on W(R) is induced
by a valuation.

DEFINITION 5.13. Let m ~ W( R ) --&#x3E; U I oo be the map defined as follows:
w(0) = oo and

when

REMARKS 5.14. i) In 5.13 the minimum exists, because the sequence
t - p-iv(ai) + i diverges with i;
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in fact,
only if

if and

The next step is to prove the following

PROPOSITION 5.15. Notation as above. The map w is a valuation on W(R).

PROOF. From 5.13 it is clear w(~) ~ oo. Now, given the vectors
g = (xo, xl, ...) and "I = (yo, yl, ...) such that w(~) = r and w(?7) = s, we want
to compute w(~ + 7y). If r  s, then ~ and q belong both to the ideal Wr, so

E Wr; by 5.14 ii) this implies ~(~+7y) &#x3E; r = Now assume

r  s. Let consider zi°, the io-th component of the where io is the
smallest index such that r = ~(~) = + io:

Since io  r  s, one has p2° (s - io) &#x3E; p"°(r - io) = moreover for i,
j  io, v(xi) &#x3E; P(r - i) and &#x3E; These two inequalities,
together with the isobaricity, imply that each monomial in the sum inside the
brackets has value strictly greater than p2°o(r - io) (cf. 5.11). This implies that
v(zi°) = pi°(r - io) = v(xio), and finally that w(~ + 7y) = r.

Now, we will check that w(£q) = r + s. By 5.10 (a), and 5.14, we know
that ~ E Wr and q E Ws, so £q E Wr,,, which implies w(~r~) &#x3E; r + s. It remains
to prove that the equality actually holds. Let io and jo be the smallest indices
such that r = ~(~) = + io, and s = = + jo; and consider
the following decomposition:

so noting that &#x3E; r = w(~(’-Z°&#x3E;) and &#x3E; s = t~(7y~~), we conclude
that the first three summands have values strictly greater than r + s; while

= r + s, in fact the first non-zero component of has

index io + jo and it is equal to XrYl" "0 Finally, the computation of the value of
" 0 0

a sum gives w(03BEn) = w(03BE(&#x3E;i0),q(&#x3E;10)) = r + s. D

REMARK 5.16. Observe that ~(p) = 1, so that is contained in
W+ = { ~ E &#x3E; 0}, the ideal of the valuation; this implies that the
quotient of W(R)/W+ has positive characteristic and is isomorphic to a quotient
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of R; in fact, it is isomorphic to k £3f R/mR. This can be seen
by considering the equivalence classes of the 0~-components with respect to
the valuation of R

Now we define the ring Biv R.

DEFINITION 5.17. Let K be the completion of Frac(W(R», the field of
fractions of W( R ), endowed with the topology induced by the extension of w,
the valuation of W(R) defined in 5.13. The elements of the subring
of Frac(W(R)) are called special bivectors. The ring of Witt Bivectors is the

subring of K obtained by taking the the completion of

to the induced topology: 
-

with respect

(Note the capital letter, which distinguishes this ring from its sub-W(R)-module
biv R cf. § 6) :

6. Some remarks about biv R

Let us begin with a definition:

DEFINITION 6.1. A bivector with components in R is a sequence of
elements of which satisfies the following condition:

The set of the bivectors with components in R, will be denoted by biv R.
This definition is the same as the one in chpt. 2 of [MA], or in § 0 of

[WR]; so, for instance, we know that biv R is in fact a K-module.
The goal of the first part of this section is to describe the relations between

biv R and Biv R.
We start with some remarks about special bivectors. Any element ~ of

is of the form p-k a for some k and some vector « E W(R), so that

any special bivector ~ can be represented (as usual) by a sequence (Xn)nEZ
satisfying the following condition:

Such representation does not depend on the choices of k and a as above; the
elements zn E R are the components of the special bivector ~. In particular,
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the elements of W(R) are the special bivectors for which each component with

negative index is equal to zero. Moreover ’ I

Frobenius and Verschiebung, as defined on W(R), extend naturally to
f11

Jfrobenius) and ;Verschiebung).

for each Moreover

About the extension of w to ’ I

p- k a, then
observe that if ~ = (Xn)nEZ =

In fact,,.if ~ = = where e = and an = 0 for n  0; then

This means that the topology of induced by the valuation admits
P

as a fundamental set of neighbourhoods of zero the family of sub-WoZ)-modules

indexed by c E R.
As a consequence, just in the same way as for vectors, ~ E W~ if and

only if c  (cf. 5.14).

REMARK 6.4. The topology of ’ induced by w is finer than the

topology for which a fundamental set of neighbourhoods of zero is given by
the family of submodules

-

indexed by and a E R&#x3E;o. More precisely, C Um(b), for any b E R &#x3E;0,
m e N.

This last topology, which can be extended naturally to biv R, was

introduced by Barsotti. So, from now on, it will be called the Barsotti topology.
Frobenius, Verschiebung and their inverse produce continuous maps with

respect to both topologies. In particular:
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The following notation are useful: if ~ = is a bivector, then ç(~r-1) =
ç«r) denotes the bivector (...,~-.2,~-1,0,...) and ~(~!r) = ç(&#x3E;r-1) denotes

(...,0,~,~+1,...); ~~ and ~(~r) are called the r-tail and the r-head of £,
respectively. 

..

If ~ E biv R, then
Cauchy, so that

and the sequence

exists in Biv R. The Cauchy condition can be checked as follows: let £ = 
then 6.1 implies that there exists a positive real number b and an integer no,
such that n &#x3E; v(x-n) 2:: b i.e. &#x3E; pnb. Since for any fixed positive
real number c, there exists an integer ro &#x3E; no, such that r &#x3E; ro =~ pr b &#x3E; c+r, we

have w(~~’--’’~ - ~~’-r~) = = r &#x3E; c, i.e. ç(~-r) - ç(&#x3E;-r) EWe:
this is the desired condition.

The map I : £ 2013~ lim ç(~-r) defined on biv R with values in Biv R is
r-oo

injective. Moreover if ~, q E biv R, looking at Theorem 0.3.6 of [WR] it can

easily be verified that

and more precisely that i is an injective K-module homomorphism.

From now on, biv R will be identified with its image in Biv R.

After this identification we will write ~ = lim ç(~-r); and the natural
r-oo

relations among heads and tails of a bivector,

hold in Biv R.
The restriction to biv R of the valuation of Biv 2 is defined by

for each £ = (xn)nEz E biv R, i.e. by the same formula used for special bivectors.
In fact 6.1 implies that the set of rational numbers + nln has a
minimum and, of course, this minimum is equal to lim w(~~’--~~). So ~ belongs

r-00

to (the closure of) Wb if and only if b  w(~). 
-

Let us remark that, by 6.1, the series I converges in Biv R ;

is called the Teichmüller representation of ç.
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We stress that biv R is strictly contained in Biv)Z; in fact, as is shown in
the following example,

(6.7) biv R is not complete for the topology of the valuation.

Let y be an element of R with positive value. Since converges
00

to zero in Biv R, one gets E Biv R. On the other hand, the finite
n=O

sums of this series define a sequence of special bivectors which cannot converge
to an element satisfying the condition 6.1.

The following theorem, which gives a (sufficient) condition in order that
a Cauchy sequence of bivectors converges in biv R, was originally proved for
the Barsotti topology (cf. [MA] Thm. 2.1 or [WR] Lemma 4.2.4). The present
proof shows that it holds, in the same way, for the topology of the valuation.

THEOREM 6.8. A Cauchy sequence of bivectors converges in biv R

if there exists a positive real number b such that:

PROOF. We begin by showing that, for any fixed j E Z, the sequence of
the j-components, is Cauchy, and then converges in R. We have to
show that, for any fixed positive real number c, there exists an integer no such
that n, m &#x3E; v(xn,j - &#x3E; c.

By hypothesis, for any fixed positive real number a, there exist an integer
no such that n &#x3E; no =:;&#x3E;. ~n - Çno = "pn,no E Wa. Suppose n fixed and let

"pn,no = From the relation £n = Çno + "pn,no one has

where Sh denotes the h-th Witt polynomial for the sum. From the uniform
limitation of the values of components of all the £n’s with very negative index,
it follows that there exists a positive integer h such that

where be = &#x3E; c} ; let observe that the bound h does not depend on
n because the condition above on the values of the components is independent
of n.

From the definition of the Witt polynomial Sh, one has:

monomials

divisible by ;

some of the ui’s
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Now observe that if a : 1
Hence x,,,j -= x,,,j mod b,, as we wanted to conclude.

Set zj = lim then the limit zj exists in R because this ring is
n-oo 

’

complete, and the above condition lim &#x3E; k, n E N} &#x3E; b implies
that the sequence satisfies 6.1, i.e., is a bivector.

It remains to prove that = lim Çn in biv R. For any fixed positive real
n---&#x3E;00

a, the hypothesis implies that there exist an integer r   0, such that all the
r-tails ç«r) and £11~), for each n, are in Wa. Then looking at the decomposition

it is clear that it suffices to prove ~~’r~ - Wa, if n &#x3E; &#x3E; 0; this is an easy
consequence of the already proved componentwise convergence. D

By means of 6.8 we will prove that biv R is a sub-’

of Biv R; let a = (ao, al, ...) E W(R) and 03BE = (xn)nEZ E biv R, then the sequence
is Cauchy and then the same condition holds for the sequence
because the topology is defined by a valuation. So, to prove that

a~ E biv R, it suffices to check that the sequence satisfies the
condition of 6.8. After writing explicitly as follows:

it becomes clear that 6.8 for is a consequence of 6.1 for ~.
Finally, we remark that there is a continuous action of 9 on the components

of the elements of biv R ; this action is compatible with the structure of

W(R)-module.
Our goal now is to extend to Biv R the map 00 defined in 5.8, and then

to study the main features of the kernel of this extension. First, if ~ = (zn)nez
is a special bivector, we will define

The map £ - 8(ç) is a continuous, surjective homomorphism of rings from
special bivectors onto C. All these properties of 8 are immediate consequences
of the corresponding properties of 00, except, maybe, the continuity, which
becomes clear after observing that

for any (special) bivector ~.
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From now on 8 : Biv R - C will denote the extension by continuity of
the map defined by 6.9.

Let remark that ~ --+ O(~) fails to be continuous for the Barsotti topology.
This is the reason why we have chosen the topology of the valuation to define
Biv R.

Here we collect the properties of 8 which will be used later on.

THEOREM 6.10. a) The map 8 : C is a continuous, surjec-
tive homomorphism, of rings, equivariant with respect to the actions of g.
In particular, if ~ _ (xn)nEZ E biv R and s E ~C, then 8(ç) = L pnxn,n and

(8xn)nEZ . nEZ

b) ker 0 = a Biv R, where a is the vector defined in part (b) of the proof of
1.9

PROOF. (a) It remains to check the equivariance of 0 with respect to the
Galois action, and the properties of its restriction to biv R. The equivariance

follows by observing that acts componentwise on and that thisY g acts p ()
action is continuous. Moreover, the sequence (s03BE(&#x3E;r)) satisfies the condition of

6.8, so that: 
--

Finally, we show that the series L pnxn,n converges in C: let a be a positive
nEZ

real number; if n &#x3E; a, then vc(pnxn,n) &#x3E; a. On the other hand, since there exists
b &#x3E; 0 such that lim &#x3E; n } &#x3E; b, there also exists a positive integer

n--&#x3E;00

no such that n &#x3E; no =::,. pnb - n &#x3E; a and &#x3E; b; as a consequence, for such
n’s = &#x3E; a. As C is complete, this concludes the

proof of the convergence.
(b) Let a = as in the proof of 5.8; we have to show that a generates

ker 0. First let observe that 5.8 implies n ker 0 = aW R 1 ; andI p I
that the general result is a consequence of this and of the following

CLAIM 6.11. Given a Bivector 77 E ker 0, there exists a sequence of special
bivectors such that ~n E ker 8 and 17 = lim ~n.

n-m

In fact from 5.8, it follows that ~r = a£r for a sequence of special bivectors
· Since converges, the sequence (çr )rEN is a Cauchy sequence

of special bivectors, and therefore there exists £ = lim in Biv R. Finally, by the
~ 

r-00

continuity of the product, we conclude that n = aç.
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PROOF OF THE CLAIM. Given a Bivector q E ker 8, for any fixed positive
integer r, there exists a special bivector qr, such Wr. This implies
that VC(O(N - nr)) &#x3E; r, so, by 5.8, there exists a vector -1, E W(R), with

&#x3E; r, such that = 8(ïr). Since (ir)reN converges to 0 in W( R ),
(?7r converges to q in Biv R; finally, observing that

we conclude that (qr + ir)reN is a sequence as requested in the Claim.

(c) To check this point, we will prove that 03BE E n (ker 8)n implies 03BE 
for each c &#x3E; 0. n=1

Let ~ E (ker O)n, for each positive integer n, and assume there exists
a positive real number c, such that ç ft Wc; then given a special bivector
~ = (zn)nEN such that £ - g belongs to there exists

So we can assume ~ = ~(~:r) and  c - r. Now, observe that ~ E (ker 8)n
implies that there exists a special bivector Çn such that ~ = mod We, so
~ = an ~n mod We . From the last congruence, through the following sequence of
implications we will get a contradiction with the assumption about the value of
zr given in 6.12. For each positive integer n we have:

Now we prove the successive implications:
i) Of course anÇn - ç E W, implies ç)«r-n) E W,, and noting that

g _ ~(&#x3E;r), , one deduces (a’~£11~~’~))~~~’~) = ~.)(r-n) .
ii) To prove this implication we observe that £11~~’~) is a special bivector;

so, after a multiplication by a suitable power of p it becomes a vector of finite
length. Therefore our implication follows from the following lemma 6.14.

iii) Follows immediately from g m = + mod We.

This implies that the components of £n satisfy the condition

First we show that
therefore and then
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r). Then for 1  j  n, we will use an inductive argument: assuming
that 6.13 holds for the indices greater than j, and recalling the structure of the
product of (special) bivectors, we get

since we conclude that

i.e. 6.13, for j = 1, ... , n.
v) From 6.13, recalling that ~, the relation

comes out from the usual arguments on the isobaricity of Witt polynomials;
vi) The last relation implies v(zr) &#x3E; npr + v(xn,r), for each n, so that

v(z,) &#x3E; pr(c - r). 0

LEMMA 6.14. If q is a vector of length k and M is a real number, then

PROOF. The claim is obviously true if M  k ; so we suppose that M &#x3E; k
and, by 5.14, it suffices to prove that C WM-n.

Let

then:

_ _ 

, -

Since o = then &#x3E; M, which gives the correct estimate
for the 0-th component of q. Now we can use an inductive argument. Let

= 91, ... ) and ~h = (zh,o, ...), then if we assume v(y’) + n &#x3E; M - r, when
rhk, we have

Since M - h  v(gh), then M - h  v(zh,o), so looking at the sum producing
the component we conclude that
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REMARK. If 77 E ker 8 is a bivector, one can choose the sequence of
heads to approximate 77 and get a sequence of special bivectors 
as in 6.11 with the additional property that any component zr,j of ~,. with index
-r  j  -1 is equal to the component of 7y having the same index. From this
remark and a direct check on the value of the components of bivectors Çr such
that ~r = a£r, one can deduce that the sequence satisfies the condition
of uniform convergence of Theorem 6.8. Hence one gets 77 = a~ for a bivector ç.

We don’t give the details of the proof of the above remark.
Let us prove some easy properties of biv R.

PROPOSITION 6.16. Notations as above; then:

PROOF. (a) The group 9 acts on the components of bivectors, so if

lç = is invariant under the action of ~C, all its components xj in R
are invariants under the action of ~C . This means that any such zj, can be

represented by a sequence of elements of Ac invariant under the action of ~C,
i.e. by a sequence of elements of A. This means that xj belongs to the copy
of k inside R.

(b) By the definition of the Frobenius map F, a bivector £ = 
satisfies the condition F~ = ~ if, and only if, any of its components xj satis-
fies the equation But R is an integral domain of characteristic p,
so that this equation is satisfied only by the elements of the copy of Fp inside R.

(c) As we have seen in 5.6, k is the residue field of the equicharacteristic
valuation ring R and then 2 contains a copy of k. This gives the inclusion of
biv k into biv R. D

7. - Logarithm of Witt vectors

In this section we will discuss the properties of the logarithm of Witt
vectors on R and its relations with the map 8 defined in the previous section.
We start with the following result.

THEOREM 7.1. Let be the subgroup of the multiplicative group of
W(R) whose elements are the vectors ~ _ (xo, Xl,...) such that: w ( ~ - 1) &#x3E; 0.

The logarithm map log : Uwg&#x3E; - Biv R, defined as usual by setting
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is a continuous and injective homomorphism of groups with values in the

subgroup biv R.
Moreover, this map commutes with the naturals actions of 9 = Gal(K/K)

on and bivR and it also commutes with the logarithm map of C; i.e.
there is a commutative diagram of §-equivariant maps:

where

PROOF. Let us remark that, for any vector ~, the conditions w ( ~ - 1) &#x3E; 0

and v(xo - 1) &#x3E; 0 are equivalent. If ~ is a vector in UW(R), then ~ - 1 E W~,
for some a &#x3E; 0, and so it follows that

since lim (na - vp(n)) = ao, this means that the series of log() satisfies the
n--&#x3E;00

Cauchy condition and thus it converges in Biv R. To be more precise, note that
for any Witt vector q = (yo, Y1,...) one has "Ipn m lyP" 0 1 mOdpn+1W(R). By a
direct check we can see that this implies that all the components with negative
index of any finite sum of the series log(~) are indeed polynomials in xo - 1
without constant terms, and then recalling that v(xo - 1) &#x3E; a, we conclude that
all these components have value greater or equal than a. The criterion stated
in Theorem 6.8 allows us to conclude that log(~) is in biv R.

Let b be a fixed positive number, if a is a positive real number such that
na - vp(n) &#x3E; b for each n &#x3E; 1; then by 7.2 it follows that ~ E 1 + Wa, implies
log(ç) E Wb: this shows that the logarithm map is continuous.

The injectivity can be proved as follows: if log(03BE) = 0, then log( = 0
1

for any n &#x3E; 0; as a consequence we can suppose a = w(03BE - 1) &#x3E; _1. If
p- 1

~ - 1 ~0, this implies that na - v(n) &#x3E; a, for n &#x3E; 2; hence w(log(~)) = a, which
is a contradiction.

The last claims now follow easily. D

COROLLARY 7.3. 1) &#x3E; 0}. If a = (ao,a1,...) is a
sequence of elements of Ac, such that af+1 1 = ai and vc(ai - 1) &#x3E; 0 Vi, then

a E UR and log{a} exists in biv R.

PROOF. By 7.1, the logarithm of { a } exists in biv R if 1) &#x3E; 0.

Since v(a - 1) &#x3E; 0 implies 1) &#x3E; 0, it suffices to check that, under
our hypothesis, the sequence a = (ao, al, ...) belongs to UR. In fact we give a
precise calculation of the value of a - 1 in R.
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Let I where vc(bj) &#x3E; 0 and recall that by 5.5 and 5.2

By the relation = a;, we get

Since the above summands, with the exception of bP+1, have a value strictly
greater than 1 because of the binomial coefficient, if we suppose 1

for some i, then pvc(bi+1). By iteration one gets that

Vc(bi+k) = so that

On the contrary, if we have VC(bi) &#x3E; 1 for any i; then, by the relation af+1 = aZ,
we get = 1 + Vc(bi+1) for any i, and this is impossible if a f 1. D

REMARK 7.4. Now we consider the special case of the vector 1--I,
where 6 = (l,ê1,...) E R (AC) is a sequence of elements of Ac and - 1 is a

primitive p-root of unity. The choice of such an c in R gives a basis of the
Zp-module TGm = (the Tate module of the multiplicative
group) embedded into the multiplicative group of R. The action of 9 on (c)
is determined by a character x : ~C -~ i.e. for any s E 9 = Gal(K, K), one
has: s{~} _ {,-Ix(,’), where the definition makes sense because 6 is a sequence
of pn -roots of unity in Ac.

By an elementary calculation of the value in Ac of ~1-1 and the arguments
in the above proof of Corollary 7.3, one gets that v( - 1) = , and sop- 1

exists in biv R. The module biv R is in particular a Qp-module, and this
means that one can realize the Tate space V Gm = TGm ® Qp in the additive
group of biv R. In particular, the Galois action now becomes:

and this means that we have in fact embedded Qp(l) into biv R.
Let = T = by the continuity of the Frobenius map, one gets:

and then T = VT, which means tj = for each j. As we have seen in the
proof of Theorem 7.1, the negative components of the logarithm of a vector
03BE are power series without constant term in the 0-th component of - 1. In

’1l

particular
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We want to describe more thoroughly the bivectors of type of log (c) as
6- varies in R. Let us start by giving a sufficient condition for the convergence
of a series of exponential type in Biv R.

LEMMA 7.6. Let q = be a bivector and be a sequence

of vectors. If ~ then the series

converges in Biv R.

PROOF. Since

~, I the above series satisfies the Cauchy condition. D

Let [ the sub-W(R)-module of Biv 2 defined as follows:

we define the continuous function ( ~ Biv R by setting:

for any q E C. The continuity follows easily by observing that w(q) = b &#x3E; 1
implies that w(exp(77) - 1) = b. 

p - I

In this situation, we can state a characterization of the bivectors of type
log{e} analogous to the one given by Barsotti when he was working with his
topology (cf. [MA] Theorem 2.9).

PROPOSITION 7.7. (q c E n biv R = q 1. If a bivector q E .c
then 77 = log{} for some x E R. More precisely, if y denotes a component of

l ,

q, then x = E(y), where E(t) = expfunction. 

E Zp[[t]] is the Artin-Hasse

PROOF. If q then - lim V"(t7("-O)). By the continuity of the
n-oo

exponential map, we have: 
n-m
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and, by the continuity of the Frobenius map and of its inverse (cf. Remark 6.5)
and elementary properties of exponential, one has

If we denote by y a component of q (they are all equal), we can write
the Teichmuller representation of r~~‘°~ (cf. 6.6):

Now observing that, since q is a bivector, the vector {~/} has positive w-value (cf.
6.1). Thus, since E(t) E Zp[[t]], we conclude that = E({~/}) e W(R).
As a consequence:

because, for any Witt vector

mOdpn+1W(R), for each n.

Now we can explain the relations between the bivector T = logiel and the
map 0 of Theorem 6.10. The result and the arguments of the following proof
are in some sense similar to the ones of Proposition 2.17 of [F03].

PROPOSITION 7.9. Let T = Then T belongs to ker 0 and its image

generates the one-dimensional C-vector space

PROOF. From 7.1 it follows that

Then T E ker 8 so that, by 6.10 (b), T = a,Q for some (3 e biv R. Our aim is to
prove that O(,Q) ~ 0.

Let = (co, c 1, ... ); where ï = (c) - 1, so co = c - 1 and, as remarked in
7.4, v(co) = ~1. We will prove that in fact W(ï) = p , and then deduce

. p- 1 , p- 1
from this our assertion.

The component co of the vector -y satisfies the required condition, so if

p &#x3E; 2 it suffices to prove that + 1 &#x3E; p . The case p = 2, will be
discussed separately. p - 1

Suppose p ~ 2. After a direct calculation of c 1 we find:
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which shows that (1 - ê) divides all terms (1 - êP-2j) in the above sum, so that
the value of cl is greater than or equal to the value of E - 1 = co.

n

This implies that all terms In for n &#x3E; 2, belong to (ker 0)2 n W2; so by
Theorem 6.10 

n 

-

for some 1L with w(it) &#x3E; 0. In particular, ï E ker 80, and this implies i = aA,
1

where A is a vector with ; then

This implies 0(,3) = 0(A)~0, because the vectors in ker 00 have w-value greater
or equal to 1.

Suppose p = 2. By a direct calculation of the Witt polynomial that gives
the component ci 1 of -i = {~} 2013 1 = (c) + ( 1,1, ... ), one gets: ci 1 = 1 2013 e, which

allows us to conclude that w(-I) - p = 2.p - ln
This implies that all the terms , for n &#x3E; 2, belong to (ker 0)2 n W3

n

and, then, by Theorem 6.10, this implies

with w(it) &#x3E; 1. In particular, -1 E ker Oo, and this implies -1 = a~, where ~ is a
vector with w(~) = w(~y) - 1 = 1; hence

and

It suffices to remark that zo,o + 2i,, mod4AC with

to get v (0(,8)) = 1 and then e(#) f0. D

The usual estimate on the value of the finite sums of the logarithmic

series, shows that 1) &#x3E; ~ implies = w(-I); then under
p-1

our hypothesis we get w(,r) - P- 1 .p- 1
COROLLARY 7.10. For 0, there is a natural homomorphism
(ker 0)~ 2013~ C, which induces an isomorphism of Galois modules
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where, as usual, C(n) = C 0 Zp(n) is the Tate twist of C by the cyclotomic
character.

PROOF. The map ~oo is the homomorphism 8 of Theorem 6.10, so that it
commutes with the natural Galois actions on Biv R and C. Denote by a = 
the generator of ker 8 (cf. Proposition 5.8 and Theorem 6.10). By 7.9, one has
T = a,Q, with 8«(3) :/=0, so it is well defined the map

which sends ~ = an ¡.t E (ker 8)n to O(~u)O(,~)-n. It is easy to check that this

map is Biv R-linear, surjective and that its kernel is exactly (ker so ’Pn

d 
. 

C I.. h. b h 
. 

d C Idetermines a C-linear isomorphism between the quotient and C. It
" " ( er 1-1 n+

remains only to verify the claim regarding the Galois action.
For any s E g, one has s(a) E ker 0 and w(a) = w(s(a)), so that s(a) = aas

for some vector A,, with w(A,) = 0. Moreover,

which, because ’Biv R is an integral domain, implies x(s)Q = By applying
0 we deduce:

which gives

for any n &#x3E; 1. Then, for any we get

We will describe another result about the action of the Galois group 9 on
the ring Biv R.

PROPOSIZnON 7.11. Notations as above. Then = biv k = K. More

generally, for any i &#x3E; 0,

PROOF. Let we start with B(O) = (Biv)Z)9. If s(0 = $ for any s E g, then
0(~) E C9.= K and this means that there exists an element ~’ E biv k = K
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such that £ - g’ = r~ E ker 8. As a difference of two 9 - invariants elements, q is
g-invariant and this implies that --

Since is an element of C satisfying the condition = 

for any s, we deduce that 0 and then q E (ker 8)2. The analogous
arguments applied to p2(q), imply that q E (ker 8)3, and repeating such

arguments one gets 77 E (ker 8)n for each n. In view of 6.10 (c) we conclude
that q = 0 and then ~ _ ~’ E biv k = K.

Now suppose n &#x3E; 1 and ~ E B(n). The arguments used above give
Vj(~) = 0 for j  n and £ * rnÇ’ mod(ker 8)n+1 for some ç’ E K. This implies
that ~ - rnÇ’ E (ker 8)n+1 n B(n) and then that qn satisfies the condition

for any s E g. Now, for any s E g, implies
= 0, so that qn E (ker O)n+2. By applying the above arguments, one

deduces that ?7n E (ker for each k and then qn = 0, and this means ~ = 
for some ~’ E K. D

REMARK 7.12. Now we are able to explain the relationships existing among
our ring Biv R and the rings BDR and B+ of Fontaine (cf. [F03]). Precisely
we’ll show that there are the following canonical injections:

where denotes the completion of the localization of the ring Biv R
at the ideal ker 0.

i) Let us start by describing (Biv As defined in 2.8 of [F03],
the rin BDR is the completion of the localization of the ring of special bivectors

with respect to the kernel of the restriction of 0 to such ring. Thus() LpJ p 
_ 

g

there is a natural map from BDR into (Biv This map is an isomorphism;
in fact, we will check that, given a Bivector ~ and an integer n &#x3E; 0, there exists
a special bivector ~ such e (ker 8)n. By 5.17 it follows that, for the
given n, there exists a special bivector 77 such that £ - q E Wn, and as remarked
in the proof of Theorem 6.10, v(8(ç -1/» ~ w ( ~ - r~ ) &#x3E; n. As a conseguence
there exists a vector Ao E W(R) such that 0(~ - 1/) = = This

implies that .
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where q +pnao is a special bivector. Then, we can write ç - "I - pn Ào = aç1, for
some Ç1 E Wn-1: and by the above arguments there exists a vector À1 E W(R)
such that 8(Ç1) = pn-18(À1) = O(pn-1 ~ 1 ). This implies that

where ?7 + pn Ao + I is a special bivector. Now, observe that we can write
g - q - pnao - I = a2ç2, for some ~2 C Wn-2 and repeat the previous
arguments until we get

is a special bivector. In this way we get
the required approximation of ~.

ii) The injectivity of the map Biv R - (Biv follows immediately
from 6.10 (c).

iii) Before describing the embeddings biv R - B+ --+ Biv R, we recall the
construction of the ring B+ given in [F03].

The notations are the following:
for any proper ideal a of R, let

Sa is a subring of whose completion, with respect to the p-adic
p _

topology, will be denoted by Sa; finally B+a = ,Sa ® K.
Fontaihe proves that if a ç a’ are two ideals of R, then S’a C and

that this inclusion induces a continuous embedding of Ba in B§; then, he

shows that if a C ao = { x E R : v (x) &#x3E; v(p)}, the inclusion Sa C W ( R ) -
induces a continuous embedding, Ba+---&#x3E; BDR. Finally, he defines B+ as the
intersection, inside BDR, of all the embedded Ba .

Our embeddings will be a consequence of the following

CLAIMS. Let then

The inclusion induces an embedding,

which, composed with the embedding of Biv R in BDR defined above, gives the
map 

Finally, biv R C Bt, for each c.
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PROOF. Since the ideals be are all principal, it’s easy to see that any ideal
of R contains an ideal of the family E ~T,o}; then the first claim follows
immediately by the results of [F03] mentioned above.

A special bivector ~ = belongs to if, and only if, nc

for each. n &#x3E; 0; since c &#x3E; 1, this implies that w(~) &#x3E; 0 and then C Wn.
This last inclusion shows that any sequence of elements of which converges
for the p-adic topology of converges also for the w-topology, therefore its
limit is in Biv R. As a consequence, the completion of Sbc with respect to the
p-adic topology, is contained in Biv R and, recalling that p is invertible in Biv R,
the same holds for Bl. This explains how 1/;bc is defined; the factorization of

cPbc along 1/;bc follows immediately by the previous remarks i) and ii).
It remains to show that biv 2 C BI; we will prove that, if g = (Zn)nEN is a

bivector, then there exists an integer no such that any element of the sequence
is and that such sequence satisfies the Cauchy condition

with respect to the p-adic topology of Sbc.
In fact, the special bivector belongs to if and only if,

As a consequence of the condition 6.1 defining a bivector, the above condition
holds for any r and for a suitable no. In fact 6.1 implies that there exists a
positive real number b such that v(z-,n) &#x3E; b for each m &#x3E; &#x3E; 0, so it’s easy to
observe that there exists no such that any n; and then 7.14
holds.

The sequence satisfies the Cauchy condition if, and only
if, for any given k &#x3E; 0, there exists an index ro, such that r &#x3E; ro =~ pno
~~&#x3E;-,-&#x3E; - pksbc. Now we have

and then the condition can be rewritten as follows:

This last condition is equivalent to (r + k - no)c, which, again in view
of the condition 6.1 defining a bivector, is true for r &#x3E; &#x3E; 0. This concludes the

proof of the inclusion biv R C B~, and thus biv R C B+.
A final remark: the graded ring associated to the filtration

is isomorphic to the ring BHT as defined in 1.2 of [F03]; this follows imme-
diately from Corollary 7.10.
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